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Introduction
Dear guest,
The digital era is transforming our professions. The tax and legal landscape is changing and new technologies are introducing
new opportunities.
At Deloitte and Laga, we create value for our clients and our organisation by engaging in meaningful discussions, continuously
innovating and using the latest technologies. Since we have been selective with the technological features on display today, you
have yet to discover the full breadth of solutions and tools currently offered by Deloitte and Laga. In this booklet you can find a
complete overview of our latest innovative solutions and technology tools.
We are confident that being present today has brought you new insights and/or sparked new ideas. We would be thrilled to
discuss and explore them with you in the months and years to come.
All the best,
Danny Stas

Tom Declercq

Managing Partner Laga

Managing Partner Deloitte Tax & Legal

Legau
What is Legau?
Legau is a user-friendly and flexible Legal Automation tool enabling lawyers and practitioners to create automated templates
for recurring contracts and documents.
It mainly consists of a template creation platform, allowing to generate country specific templates, and a document generation
platform, which takes the user through a questionnaire to create legal documents. This can be complemented with additional
features, such as due date notifications, client databases, task tracking and audit trail.
Why should you use Legau?
•
Dramatically reduces delivery lead times
•
Ensures consistency and quality
•
Frees up time to focus on value added services

Legau

Contact:

David Roelens

Bram Joye

element
Element
Automated entitiy management solution for greater quality, control and efficiency
Element is a web-enabled application that supports the end-to-end corporate compliance process. It offers due date and task
tracking, automated project management and document generation. Element supports a wide range of activities, including
approval of annual accounts, (re)appointment of directors and auditors, change of registered office and other compliance-drive
corporate work.
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Contact:

Christoph Michiels

Meet our chatbots
Hello! Looking for a new way to
interact with your trusted Tax &
Legal advisors?

That depends – how would that work?

With a chatbot, selected Tax & Legal
advice can be at your fingertips 24/7,
tailored to your specific needs and in
simple, understandable language
Great! What other benefits are there
when using one of these chatbots?
There are plenty: we help reduce the
response time and time researching,
information is always up-to-date and
the risk of errors is reduced. Some of
us even learn from past interactions
to continually improve!

Want to know more?
Discover SAM the VAT chatbot, the R&D Project
Advisor and the Laga Employment Law chatbot

Chatbot: SAM
offering VAT advice
Challenge
Not all companies have a VAT specialist
in-house: tax managers might have a direct
tax background or CFOs might not have a
full fledged tax department and are forced
to call upon external assistance for first
hand VAT questions
VAT managers are often caught up by
reporting questions instead of focusing on
strategic work
Complexity of information across multiple
countries makes researching for the correct
information quite time intensive (e.g. local
reverse charge, deduction limitations,..).
Employees of other departments such
as the shared service center or the AP
department might need support to
determine the correct booking or tax code.

Solution
SAM analyses VAT treatment
of transactions, such as place
of supply, exemptions, rate,
deduction limitations, etc. and
how you must report it in a
VAT return. It can also tell you
if a transactions triggers an
obligation to register in an EU
country.
It is easy to use and up-todate with the latest VAT
developments at all times
The combination of AI and
Natural Language Processing
software ensures quality and
user friendliness

Impact
More efficient: SAM can be completely
tailored to your business to ensure that
he will only ask the relevant questions to
determine a VAT treatment. There is no
delay in response time.
More effective: SAM offers completely
tailored VAT advice and is up to date with
the latest VAT developments

Contact:

Check out the video:

Pieter Van Hoecke

Karen Truyers

Chatbot: R&D Project Advisor
Analysing eligibility for tax reductions
Challenge
When analyzing different projects on
eligibility for tax reductions Deloitte Tax
spends a lot of time on collecting and
analyzing information from their clients. Also
physical meetings with project managers
take up a big amount of time from Deloitte
Tax.
The objective of this project was to develop
a cognitive solution that automates some
tasks using a combination of RPA, cognitive
and machine learning techniques.

Solution
Cognitive user interface to collect
all required information from
possible R&D projects
Advanced analytics and Natural
Language Processing to identify
if this project is an R&D project
or not
Machine self-learning algorithm
to gradually improve the scoring
algorithm of R&D projects

Impact
Improved efficiency and effectivity of R&D
assessment process:
More efficient: With the output of the
solution at hand the Deloitte Tax team can
have better and more focused physical
interactions with the client
More effective: The time to analyze a
certain project is reduced which gives the
opportunity to analyze more projects for
possible tax reductions

Contact:

Check out the video:

Renaud Hendrice

Benoît Rousseau

Chatbot: Alex
your first line employment law advisor
Challenge
•
Employment law support is needed
in any company during the whole HR
process, from hiring (which contractual
provisions) to firing (procedure, cost,
and so on)
•
HR needs to focus on its real challenges
and HR often loses time and money
drawing up HR documents or
responding to FAQ, while not always
in a consistent, effective and legally
compliant manner
•
HR needs immediate straightforward
responses and does not have the
luxury of waiting until internal or
external advisors find the time to
respond
•
Legislation on employment law is hard
to find, and is rapidly changing (e.g.
notice periods)

Solution
Alex will be able to give first line
employment law advice, and
address questions an HR-person
might encounter in his day-to-day
practice
Alex is still developing and will be
learned to advise on and draw
up the relevant legal documents
tailored to the needs of the case at
hand, whether it is an employment
contract containing appropriate
provisions, or a notice letter
mentioning the correct notice
period
Alex will be able to assist you with
the calculation of the notice period
and the indemnity in lieu of notice
Alex can be learned knowledge
in any particular area that
raises lots of questions in your
company. The combination of AI
and Natural Language Processing
software ensures quality and user
friendliness

Impact
Improved efficiency and effectivity of the
HR department
More efficient: Alex can immediately
address the most relevant legal HR
questions 24hrs a day and 7days a week so
that HR can focus on its real challenges
Increase quality and speed of HR delivery:
Alex points out the pitfalls an HR person
often overlooks, fosters consistency in
approach, accurately calculates the notice
period or indemnity in lieu of notice, and
helps with quick delivery of tailored legal
documents
Customized chatbots on specific topics,
tailored to the client’s needs, can be
developed

Contact:

Stijn Demeestere

Astrid Herremans

Karel De Schoenmaeker

Want
Please

BizQuiz
Make learning fun while keeping it professional!
Deloitte developed an engaging mobile quiz app allowing professionals
to insert quick learning sessions in their busy workdays. This innovative
Totara-based app offers gamified microlearning on a wide range of
job-related subject matters such as tax, legal, accounting and audit
regulations.
Prior to taking each quiz, players are given the opportunity to read an
article or watch a video in preparation for the quiz. The app also features
quizzes about business & industry news, cultural diversity, soft skills,
technology and Deloitte policies, procedures and systems.

Want to know more?
Please contact Staf Jongen for more information.

Want to know more?

Please contact Staf Jongen for more information.

Digital Tax Advisor
What is Digital Tax Advisor (DTA)?
“DTA” is Deloitte Belgium’s web-based platform for organized and
convenient corporate tax compliance processes. DTA covers data
gathering, workflow management and an online storage of data and
deliverables.
Why should you use DTA?
•
Be on top of your compliance due dates
•
Rely on built-in workflow management tools
•
Communicate easily and effectively with your tax advisor
•
Keep a documented trail of data used for the tax returns
•
Gain insight in your compliance processes and increase efficiency
•
Have online and mobile access to your platform

Want to know more?

Please contact BEGCR@deloitte.com for more information

Want
Please

Robotic Process Automation
RPA is an efficient way to execute rule-based and repeatable processes with limited human intervention.
RPA IS...
•
Computer - coded software
•
Programs that replace humans performing repetitive
rules-based tasks
•
Cross-functional and cross-application macros

What it can do
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opening email and attachments
Logging into web / enterprise applications
Moving files and folders
Copying and pasting
Filling in forms
Reading and writing to databases
Scraping data from the web
Connecting to system APIs
Making calculations
Extracting structured data from documents
Collecting social media statistics
Following if/then decisions/rules

RPA IS NOT...
•
Walking, talking autobots
•
Physically existing machines processing paper
•
Artificial intelligence or voice recognition and reply software

Want to know more?
Please contact Staf Jongen for more information.

Want to know more?

Please contact Ruben Raveel for more information.

Want
Please

TradeChain
Facilitate consensus of intercompany
transactions & policies

1
•
•

•

Smart term sheets define intercompany
transaction conditions
Policies house calculation rules
and profitability targets for various
transaction types
Collaborative workflow drives consensus
among various stakeholders

Negotiation of workflow between:

Business
Tax & Finance

Calculate intercompany transactions
in line with policy and inspire invoices

2
•

•

•

Data is sourced from structured/
unstructured vendor- agnostic systems
through user friendly interface
P&L is harmonized, user defined
calculation rules allow accurate
implementation of complex TP policies
Invoices are calculated and journal
entries are inspired back into source
systems

Financial Data

IC Policies

ERP, CRM,
& HFM

Legal

Analyze and Monitor

3
•

•

•

Graphs, heat maps, and user-specified
alerts deliver insights to indicate outof-policy transactions
Drill down capabilities enable root
cause analysis and identify the reason
for deviations
What-if scenario planning shows the
impact of policy change or potential TP
adjustment on the entire value chain
driving fact-based decision making

External Data
LIBOR

FX

Interest
Rates

Other

Management

Calculation Engine

Smart Term
Sheet

Policy

• Consensus facilitates consistency
• Dynamic policies accommodate
business changes
• Robust audit trail

Journal entries into source systems

• Replace manual and error prone
• spreadsheet calculations
• Automation enables personnel to focus on
transfer pricing planning and other value
add activities

• Real-time analytics facilitate policy compliance
• Swift corrective action that has a direct impact
on the financial bottom line, mitigates audit
risk, and enhances reputation

Want to know more?
Please contact Staf Jongen for more information.

Want to know more?

Please contact Koen Lombaerts for more information.

TP Digital Dox
Technology enabled TP documentation
Deloitte TP Digital DoX is a web-based solution to facilitate and streamline the efficient preparation of TP documentation reports, while
allowing for close collaboration between and among Deloitte and project teams.Factual and financial information is gathered via userfriendly online questionnaires, the responses to which are mapped into automatically generated TP Master File, Local File or stand-alone
reports following a modular
Why use Deloitte TP Digital DoX?
• Streamlines information gathering and report compiling to support the entire lifecycle of a TP documentation engagement
• Facilitates an integrated, online process to generate local and OECD/BEPS compliant transfer pricing documentation reports
• Enhances project efficiencies and helps manage human error
• Facilitates increased collaboration of Deloitte/project teams globally
• Flexible and scalable to meet expanding business needs
Key features
• Web-based user-friendly solution
• Automatic simultaneous multiple report generation
• Central project management and audit trail
• Modular approach to TP documentation
• Time and resource savings

Want to know more?

Want
Please

Indirect Tax SMART

Offering greater quality, control and efficiency through automation.
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Tax Operations Management
Indirect Tax SMART compliance
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Want to know more?
Please contact Staf Jongen for more information.

Want to know more?

Please contact Annelies Hoebeke for more information.

Tax strategy & value chain
alignment through VCAT and DGS
Our holistic approach involves teaming with you to:

Value Chain Analytics Tool (VCAT)
Utilize VCAT analytics to develop
a business-lens view of the value
chain to compare against current
financials and transfer pricing
approach.

Digital Global Steps (DGS)
Utilize DGS analytics to map the
key ETR and cash tax drivers,
including income mix and
operating margins to model
impact of “what if” growth,
planning and risk alternatives.

Assess key ETR and cash tax drivers by
reviewing their current legal structure, capital
structure, financial results and benchmarking
performance against industry peers
Develop an understanding of their global
functions and value chain, utilising interactive
analytics tools
Assess readiness for BEPS, including CbC
reporting, local file and master file and assess
impact of the US tax reform
Validate how an integrated global tax and
treasury strategy could align with current and
anticipated future business requirements while
facilitating cash and tax risk management
Our approach considers impact, timing, and potential changes to
create high level recommendations of possible actions, evaluated
within a desired company risk management framework.

Contact:

Eric von Frenckell

Annelies Stragier

My Benefits My Choice
In the next three to five years, we expect that more than half of the
companies will offer some form of flexible rewards to their employees. My
Benefits, My Choice is a practical solution which bundles different steps
to implement a successful flexible benefits plan in your organisation. The
solution is supported by an online application through which HR can easily
administer the plan
and the employees can choose their package.
My Benefits, My Choice offers a full range of services (Change
management, HR strategy, tax and legal consulting and IT). Deloitte can
assist in the entire set-up of a flexible benefits plan or with specific phases
of the development (for example tax & legal advice, computations, vendor
selection, communication plan, drafting or review of contracts or policies
and the MBMC application).
The solution has been successfully deployed in our Deloitte Belgium
organisation, allowing to manage the individual preferences
of approximately 3,000 employees.
Want to know more?

Contact:

Patrick Derthoo

Sofie Van Breedam

Timothy Bruneel

Want
Please

Business Travel Services
Deloitte can help you improve end-to-end business travel
compliance to track the travelers and assess associated
compliance risks.
Our solution is straightforward:
•

Creating the right setting for compliance through policy
and process design.

•

Implementing and maintaining a technology solution
that enables assessment of business travel compliance risk.

•

Provide mid and downstream services to deal with the
Tax, Social Security, Immigration and Permanent
Establishment (PE) implications.

The travelers are tracked through a pre-travel app and
afterwards several post-travel dashboards are available.

Want to know more?
Please contact Staf Jongen for more information.

Want to know more?
Please contact Ralph Janssen
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“Deloitte’s technology lets us manage the bulk vesting of awards requiring several thousand calculations across 80+ jurisdictions,
including tax equalisation when required. Participants can see their calculation online five seconds after submitting a transaction.”
Share plan manager, Incentives Client

Deloitte Tax and Salary Calculator - TASC
Would you as an HR professional like to be able to use the same technology
used by your Deloitte team to prepare an attractive salary package or tweak this
package under different scenarios? How about determining the impact of a merit
increase?
In this case and especially when business requires you to move fast, you may want
to have direct and immediate access to our resources and technology in order to
receive an instant Belgian tax computation.

Classification Automation Solutions
It is…
• Knowledge of Deloitte’s best
classification experts, captured in a
single tool
• Automation to the highest possible
degree, with superior accuracy and
consistency
• An enabler for shifting the effort of
classification experts from firefighting to
quality assurance
It is not…
• A “search-based” solution, that produces
results only under strict conditions
• Limited to the 6-digit level, but produces
classification up to the national level
• A “black box” – a complete audit trail is
provided with complete transparency
and interpretability of results

Solution
• An extractor is used to extract data in
any format from the source systems
• A business-rule engine pre-processes the
data, formats and assigns HTS and ECCN
codes, while robotics fetches information
from external sources
• A classification engine assigns
classification codes
• This is followed by smart routing to
supervisors to review and validate the
codes, supported by a recommendation
engine that augments and facilitates
expert classification
• Once validated, the post-processor
performs automated uploads and
impact assessments

Impact
• Accuracy and consistent quality: a
12-point control process ensures highest
possible degree of classification accuracy
• Flexibility: fully adjustable to every
client’s specifications
• Cost reduction: maximum effort
reduction by using AI and Robotics
• Compliance risk reduction: reduced
compliance risk and potential over-or
under-payment of duties
• Operational efficiency: instantaneous
production and delivery of classification
results
• Full integration: seamless embedding
into client’s business tools and processes

Check out the videos:

Contact:

Fernand Rutten

Giovanni Gijsels
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